
Heart Rate and Cardio

Our Focus in this program, with our workouts, is to workout enough to get results and burn
FAT but not too much to cause stress to our bodies and hormones.
One of the ways we can do this is to focus on our heart rate during cardio workouts. 
You can use a heart rate monitor, which is OPTIONAL, or you can go by how your feel. 
There are two ZONES to look at with cardio workouts 

AEROBIC ZONE

ANAEROBIC ZONE

FAT BURNING ZONE

CARBS/GLUCOSE BURNING ZONE

70-80%  of your Max Heart Rate
Cardio, Sweating, Able to speak a sentence
 

80-90%  of your Max Heart Rate
Breathing heavy, going hard, can only speak a couple words

Max Heart Rate Formula
208 minus (0.7 times your age)

=Max HR

Keep in mind everyone’s level of fitness is different. This formula is a guide to calculate your max
heart rate.  Your actual max heart rate may differ from this formula.  For some of us power walking will
bring our heart rate in the fat burning zone and others may need to be jogging to have the same
result. 
If you have a heart rate monitor and the zones do not correlate with how you feel, your heart rate will
be higher or lower than the formula calculates. If this is the case you may need to do a Max HR Test.
This includes doing a 5 minute warm up with stretching. Then you sprint 30 sec/walk 30 sec off and
on for about 5 minutes. Then sprint until you cannot go any farther, stop, and immediately look at your
HR monitor or take your pulse. This rate should be pretty close to your max HR. 

How does this help us?
Most of you will be doing HIIT (High Intensity Interval Training) for your cardio workouts. This can be
any activity you like and will be detailed on your workout sheets. This type of cardio is proven to be
better in burning fat and improving your metabolism than steady state cardio. You get a better
workout in a shorter period of time. 
For Energy, your body uses:

CARBS FIRST-during the higher intensity portion, your HR will be in the ANAEROBIC ZONE and
you will be burning  carbs/glucose. You will empty your carb/glucose storage tanks. Once
you use up all your carbs/glucose, your body goes to...
FAT SECOND- for energy. You will then lower your intensity to the AEROBIC ZONE and you will
be burning FAT for energy=FAT Loss!

You do not need to worry about how many calories you are burning with your workouts. You do not
need to keep track of your HR during strength workouts. This is a way to get the best bang for your
effort with your cardio workouts.


